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COMMUNITY DISCUSSION AND NEWSPAPER CONTENT: EXTENDING THE AGENDP-.SETTING
CONCEPT

L. Erwin Atwood, Ardyth So and Harold Sqhn
School of Journalism

Southern. Illinois University

Agenda-setting research hasfocused primarily political campaigns
and the findings leave little doubt as to the eorre ondence between media
and public attention to the primary topics of the election contests. The
study reported here attempts to expand\thef arena of agenda-setting to
include the broad spectrum of content in a small daily newspaper arid what
the people of that newspaper's community say they read and talk about in
their daily "lives during a non-political period.

The newspaper's' agenda was established by content analysis of51 issues
of the paper published during May, June, and July, 1975; 3;415 st6rie6 were
classified in terms of 41 standard content categories. Since the entire
story was the classification unit, multiple categorization was used to
provide a best representation of the 41 categories. One hundred fifty
residentb ofthle community were selected for interviewing using 4,two-
stage probability sampling procedure. Respondents were asked what .they
remembeeed reading in "yesterdiy's" newspaper. They were also asked what
they had been talking about with family, friends, and acquaintances during
"the past few days." Topics of conversation.were obtained for local,
regional, state, national,%and,international 'events. Up fo four responses
were recorded for the reading response and eachof the five levels of
conversation.

1/

The bulk of the newspaper's content,'42.1 per cent of the stories,
was national wire service material while 25.9 per cent was local hews.
The top five content categories were Acts of Government, Sports; Enter--
tainment, Crime, and Individual Achievement.

When all respondents- are considered as an aggregate, all zero-order -

f correlations between the content of the newspaper and reported discussion
across the 41 content categories are significant' or all five leVels
of conversation. The correlation befWeen what respondenfs'reported
reading and the content of the newspaper is significant at the local and
regional levels. When the effect of reading is held constant, the cor-
relation between what the respondents said they talked about at the local
levl. and the content of the newspaper vanishes. The partial correlations
between what was discussed and what was in the newspaper remain significant
at the other four levels -- regional, state, national, international- -when

1 the effect of reading is,held constant,

These findings suggest the Vat th,:-,local level the content of the
newspaper is an important .11-1d independent contributor to the content'

of community discussion. Other sources of information appear to make
substantial contributions to topics of community conversation at the
regional, state, national, and international

ei
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CCENUNITX DISCUSSION. AND NEWSPAPER (=ENT: EXTENDING

THE AGENDA-SEITINt tCNCEPT

Long before Cohen' wrote his oft-ciroted phrase on the press' presumed abil-

V

ity to influence the content of public discussion, Robert Park2 wrote that the

newspaper had taken over the -lob of the town gossip providing topics for public

disu.ission. More recently, Atkin3 ,has provided' data shoqing the.media supply

conversatianal'ealtent for people anticipating ccumudication in a variety of

social situations. Yet despite xtensive study of interperdonal ccurunication

by rural sociologists, communication research long ignored the fact that weft-

hers of the mass media audiences talk'to each Crthe;.4 Rogers and Shoemaker5 -

have revieweciihn extensive literature oethe interpersonal Low of information.
.

0f
and idfluence, yet the bulk of the wark an interpersonal communication among

mass ccumarlicat.ionreSeardhers focuses on studies of diffusion of specific news

events.6

The extent to which the newspaper care substitute for the town gossip is,

of 4urse, Limited by the norms of the industry and the laws of privacy and

libel, but there is no reason to believethat any item in the newspaper is exr.

empt from becoming a topic of the community's conversational agenda. People

do talk about what is in the newspaper. Edelstein and, Larsen 7 demonstrated

the relationship between frequency of reading a newspaper item reported

conversation about that item. They reported the process'es a one -away oommuni-

cation flannel from reading to talking, and greater attention to the neWspaper

was associated with greater attributed conversation.

Agenda- setting research has dealt primarily with two of the three models
o

outlined by Becker, MCCOmbs, and MbLeod9--the intrapersanal and interpersonal

salience models. Little testing of the coMmunity,salience model has,yet epr

peered in the literature.9

4
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The theoretical rationalefor agehda-setting pOstulates a direct effect

of the media in creating the'public agenda. In terms of specific issues such 0

0
. .

as the political campaign, on which agenda-setting st,v-lies have concentrated to

date, there is little reason to doubt the direct effects assumption, although

the sporting data are correlational. Sanders, Atwood and bybviql° found that

ion campaign, the correlation between content of ,

news stories about the candidates and the content of the candidates' press re-

leases was in excess of 0.80, and the correlation between what people said was

in the newspaper and the content of the candidates' press releases was60.70.

Further, the correlation between wnat,people said was in the newspaper and what
9m.

they salcrthey talked about was 0.66. Since the press release muse precede the

news story (the relgi.4e was printed verbatim in many instances), and the news

'story must precede what people Obtained.(or thouiht they obtained) from tlib

newspaper, the direct effect posti4aticn of agenda- setting appears' well grounded

inithiscontext. This sequential effectp_process, then, maybe extended to shave

, .

an effect onwhat voters say they .aik abou sipce the talkcaptent correlates

significantly with.(1) newspaper stories, (2) perceived content of the news-

papers, and (3) content of the tndidate's press releases.

Although the agenda- setting hypothesis was originally formulated only in

the context of political'information, the,ConceptIfocuses directly on the age=

old question.. of "what do the media do to the pepple?"''Agenda-settingappears

to be a variation of the largely discounted "hypodermic, needle"

While agenda-setting does not postulate'the relationship between media content

and overt behavior, such as is continually addressed in the teleVision-and-

violenaeargumept agenda- tti does specify a direct effect on the mass media

audience. As such, the concept p vides a frame of reference for examining

media effects in a broader spectrum f Carnmunication than just political

campaigns.

t:
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_Since the agenda-setting hypothesis mus t be tested in mist-political contexts if

it is to be generalized, it seems necessary to a betbenunderstanding'of the place

'of the newspaper in the community to examine on a general level fl) what a news-
.

paper publishes, (2) what.people in thsccumunity say they read in the newt:-.

paper, and (3) what these people say`they have been talking about with friends

and assoqi.ates. in this study we focus oh` the extent to which the same topics

appear in the newspaper and on the reading and conversational agenda. The con-
1

tent is examined within the context of foe different story proximities genera- ,

ally appearing.in the newspaper:`' international, national, state, regional, and

, 1

local news. a

The bulk of the agenda-setting research has concentrated on:analirsis of ag-

gregate data, andr1Wcabsll and Weaver3-2 have indicated a rieed fOr a psyCholo-

gicaf interpretation of agenda-setting focusing on,the individual's need for

,

orientation.- However, except on specific issues, say the political campaign or

. ,

theassassinatianof a well -known person, the individual psychological analy-

si s might be impossible to detonstrate Under typical field conditions. In the

normal day - to-day operation of the media and public attention to media content,

' individual.reffects" might well be masked by sheer numbers of events and atten-

tion levels may betoo small to be isolated. In the community as a whole the

pervasive effects of agenda-setting will most likely be demonstrable in terms

of .the aggregate.

Gormley13 illustrated ate of the problems of agenda-setting by showing

no correlation between media agenda and the agenda .of an elite audience when

here, s a large number of specific issues. However, the more general concern,

of the "limited 400cts" model of media effects might focUs on the nature of a

continuing public agenda and media agehda. If over time and outside of the

politibal arena there is a continuing significant ooi-relatia) between thepub-

lic agenda and the media agenda we will be in a better position to assess the

,

O



strength and importance of what Klapper14 has called low level learning fro

the media. The agenda-setting effect ShOuld not be considered in an all-or-.

nothing frame of reference, but over time there shbuld be shifts in agenda of

puBlio discussion as the'nedia agenda thifts. Such shifts would illustrate a

perVasive impact of the mass media on'the "public

Theoretically, agenda- setting shou,ld occur in those. instances where the

public has the least,opportunity, Or no opportunity, to experience personally
1

the individuals and events reported.4The media can serve to extend the hori-

zons of the reader,15 and through.the
surveillance funct icn16 the public

tains information, about otherwise Obscure events. To the extent, that the public

talks about people and events not in the everyday field of personal experience,

the information must cone from the media. McCombs and Schultel7 summarized the

situation as follows.

If tt2 media tell us nothing aboUt a topic or event, then in
most cases it simply will not exist on our personal agenda or
in our life space. To a considerable degree, especially in
the realm of public affairs, only its commumi.c.it.ed by the
media can appear on personal agenda. In this simple 0/1 sitU!*
ation.there necessarily,is a significant linkage between media
and personal agenda, especially for items outside the imme-
diate environment. (p. 17)

As such, we would expect the agendarsettihg function of the media (but

not necessarily of any single medium) to be most pronounced in reference

to distant objects end events. For non-local news,, the local newspaper

would be justone potential media source of information supplementing or

complementing the interpersonal communication channel. At the local level there

are greater chances for personal exposure to people and events in'the news. And,

at the local level, we would also expect people to talk about more mundane

topics, such as the routine activities of family and friens, whidh would be

unlikely to reach the pages of the community newspaper. `These conversations

would serve to, dilute the strength of any Observed association between news-
-

paper content and the'content of cortfrUnity discussion: Tb the extent that local
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t
topics reported by the newspaper are alsd experienced first hand and/or

. .

discussed with others one meets during the daily routine, the newspaper would

2be less likely to be thin "agendasetter" fpr the commtinity: "Further, Persons

Imo have considerable interpersonal'odnversation during the day would seem,

we think, to be less lithely to be affected by the newspaper's agenda - setting

'potential than would t e person wbo has little inforRial conversation and'Oho

a
thus derives most of s information from the newspaper. We are working from

the aspumpticn that tpe-, newspaper is only one of a great many elements in
.

i

the individual's daily routine-and kobably not a very irortant one'atthat.

Consequently we do not expect to"find a strong relationship between what is
t

published as 1:important" in the view of the'newsman, and what is "important" to
tit A

the people in the community. That is to say'we do not expect to find pr-

relation between what'people,read about and what they talkabout except in

the aggregate.

In relation to the media established agenda, Funkhousera-b has demonstrated

an interesting prbblem.' During the 1960's the public's agenda corresponded

Closely to media ageuda, which did not closely correspond to agenda derived

from official records of events. To the extent that, the media agenda ate not

0

good representations of events,, the public is not likely to consider the issues

in terns of, any priority otheY than media established priority. Nearly 55
. .

0

yearQ,agohIdicpman19 wrote that the news is only as good as the recoids from

which it is"taken. To the extent that the media do not accurately abstract

the rcords of the day, the surveillance function of the media maybe dys-

f4nctional.

Another complexity in the agenda-setting arena is the-question of what

the public reads as well as the extent to which the media report various kinds'

of news. The newspaper may devote substantial space to a topic, but if the

material is' not read, the probability of the topic becoming a topic scii. the
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conversational agenda would seem to be reduced. ConverSely, a topic receiving

little media- attention may be widely discuSsed in the community. Ifie question

than arises as to, the mediating influence of reading, in the case of the'news-
,

paper, on the press-* community discussion agenda relationships. If a signifi-

cant rela4onghip between press agenda' and community discussion agenda remains

intact when the effects of reading are held constant WQ would view this re-

/
lationship as reflecting the inportance of other sources of information'in the

community discussion agenda. If a zero carder relationship between pr6ss:agenda
,

c P

and cormunity'discusgion agenda vanishes when the effect of reading is removed

we would view this as strong evidence of the importance of the press as a

Source of communitpinformation.

Another question we explorein this rt is the extent to which gener-

alized contentCategories used for traditi 1 content analysis can be effec-

tively utilized in agenda-setting research. The literature shows that agenda -

setting can be gUitereadily found Using a` mall number of brota4 categories,

but that a large number of specific categories probably leads to non-significant

relat: %ships between extent of media coverage and respondent assessment of

topic importance. In addition to using more traditional content categories#

we also content analyzed the entire newspaper rather than just the front page,

jump page, and editorial page as seems to be customary.

In summary,,' this report examines the relationships'between what people in

a community say they talk about at the local, regional, state, national, aril

0.8

_international levels, .what they say they read 1.n the local newspaper, And the

extent to which thelewspaper prints stories about those topics. In view of

the foregoing, it is hypothesized that:

1. Ins the aggregate'there will be a significant positive correlation

between the newspaper'q agenda and the community reading agenda.

. 2. the aggregate there will be a significant correlation between the

newspaper agenda and the community conversation agenda.
.4
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3. Holding reading gcnstant, the +e will be no significant partial cat.-

relation between newspaper agenda and the community conversation agenda at

7

the lo61 level.

4. At the individual level there will be no significant corgelation be-
.

Wean what people say they, have read in the newspaper and what they say they

...

have- ken talkingabout.:
,

By focusing'on the local level in No ,3 above, we hope to avoid or1at

least reduce the impact otother media on coMmunity agenda. awhile
.

'there

' may still be an influence of radio, there are no local television stations,
, .

I and those stations received'in the community Only rarely pay attention to

items of interest to individual communities.

memo'?

Data were gathered during mid-July 1975 fran 150 residents of a small

L .

. -southern Illinois city (population about 8;000). The sampleiwas a twolstage
04 q

probability sample designed to provide a representation. of the ommunity, not
,

just known subscribeis to the loAl daily newspaper. At the first level, blocks
. :

.wifhinthe city limits were chosen atrandom,'and within each block two dwelling
a "

.

".

units were selected. Interviewers were.initructed.to interview females and

O

males at a ratio of about:8 to 7, respectively. Respondents under 35 years

of. age' were over sampled since only 15 percent of the population was in the

20-34 age group. Each respondent who subscribed toothe paper was asked what,

he/she remetbered reading in the paper duririg the preceding day. Up to fotr

responses were re corded. All respondents were asked what they had been talking

About with friends and family. Five such discussion questions were asked

focusing on (1) local events, (2) regional, or Southern Illinois, events, (3)

state events, (4) national events, and (5) international events. Again, up

to four responses were recorded for each qu6stion.

1V
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Each issue of the local daily: newspaper for a two-month period preceding.
.

the final day of interviewing was gontent analyzed. A set of 4I content oath-.-

4

gorips was used to cod6,3,415 nOn-advertising items in 51 issues of the paper.

The categories, ranging froaccidenis and art to war and weather, were adapa-
, 0

tions 'of categories previously used in published studies :20 The same 41,cate-,

gories were' used to classify the tqspondents' responses to the ,pingIe reading

.and five discUssion questions.
. +e

-.The importance of content to the newspaper's agenda was defined as fre- 4P

quency of publication of stories:whase-content.it specified categories.. The

./'category with the most stories was most importeanp en the newspaper 1 s agenda

Bank 1) and the category with the fewest stories was least itmportant (Rank
. , . .

41). Multiple classifications were used whenc-ailed for'bx the content of,-

thestory 21

The importance of the content category for thq reading and the community

''discussiap agenda were determined in essentially.the,sameway. The open-
\

1

ended responses were classified.by content category, and the categories were

ranked based on the nuMber of responses per category. The respondents' an-

swers were surrmed across the four potential responsesior the., reading and

for each bf the five discusSion levels (local, regional, state, national, and

international). These'trequencies were then Summed across all individimeas

to provide a ranking of the categories that could be correlated with the news-

paper's agenda. This procedure provides seven variables for analysis- -news-

paper agenda, reading agenda, and the five conversational agendalocal news,

togional news, state newsq national news, and international news.

The aggregate'data analysis outlined above provides one measure of the

agenda-setting impact'of the press, 7' second measure was derived by examining

the correlations between the reading and discussion categories across the 129

respondents who bought a daily newspaper. If reading the newspaaer exerts a

1i
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major impact on the topics of oammunity discussion, significant correlations
.

should be -6ound between'164;t*the respondents' reported reading and whatftivec,P
,

report&-talking.abOut.

1".,

zero -order and partial correlations were computed between newspaper agenda,4

the reading agenda, and the Community discussion agenda in the aggregate data

analysis: The correlations were examined for (1) all respondents, (2)' mein,

(3),m cren, (4)respondents,under 35 years of.age, and (5) respondents 15 years

of age and older.

RESULTS

There, were 86 feMkes (57.3 per cent) and 64 males. (42.7 per cent) in the
'

-4ampIe These prpportionS are quite close to the 1970 census, figures which

. reported 54,per cent female and 46 per cent male. Fiftyfive (36.7 per cent)

of the respondents were'undgr 35 years of age, mare'than twice the proportion

in the census figures. 'There were 117 subscriber; to the, local dAly,:78-per

cent of the respondents.

Newspaper Content

.1/

fiftyJohe issues of the newspaper published dtring May, June, and July,-

1975, were analyzed and the content coded into 41 categories. There were 4,483

news stories and advertisements coded of-yhich 3,415 were'stqFies. Since the
t.

classification pracedae permitted ccding a, story into mote than one category

(e.g.,. astory about financing local sChOOls could be classified I both taxes,.

category 16, and educatfon, category 17) the,total nuMbevof classifications re-

corded was_4048, a total of.1,233 secondary listings.

In terms Of proximity to the cannunity, the bulk of the' '3,415 stories

(1,438) were national, 42.1 per cent of the total. There were 887 local stories

(25.9 per cent), 475 regional' stories 113.9 per cent), 335 state stories (9.8

e,

'0
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per cent)", and 210 international items (6.1 per cent). In addition, there were

70 stories (2.2 per cent) that could not be classified in terns of proximity.

When the stories wereclassified by producer, a plurality were wire st6.-
4 o

ries from United Press International-1,470 'glories or 43.0 per cent. This is

as we would expect considering the preponderance of national news stories noted

above. The second largest grouping wavroduoed by the local staff, 1,278 sto-

ries or 37.4 per cent of the total. cated material accounted for 522 sto-

ries (15.3 per cent), 20stories Wbre initiated by readers (0.6 per cent), and-

21 stories '(0.6 per cent) were reprinted from other publications. The source

4
could not be established for 104 of the 3,415 items. The majority of the news

items were "hard news" (2,173, 63.6 per cent). ¶ ere were 860 features (25.2

per cent) , 234 editokials (6.9 per cent), and 141 photos (4.1 per cent): Seven

items (0.2 per,
1
cent) defied classifiCation.

In terms of frequency of appearance (including multiple classifications),

A

the top five classificitIons across th Five levels of-proximity were (1) Govern-

Rene, 472'stories or 10 :2 per cent; (2) 6orts, 420 stories, 9 per cenV (3) Ehr

tertaplmen 383 stories, 8.2 per cent; (4) Crime, 354 stories,-7.6 per cent; and

(5) Individ AChievement, ;86stories, 6.2 per cent. None of the 41 cate-

gories ranked in the top five an frequency of appearance on all five levels of

proximity. At three of the five levels some categokies contained no stories.

At the local level there were no items about Agriculture, Nan-criminal drugs,

and Science. -At the state level there were no stories about Arts and Culture,

New Mines, Science, and Sex. At the Internatianal level there were notstories

about Arts and Culture, Community Construction, Camnunity Improvements, NOn-

Criminal Drugs, Mine- Labor, Taxes,'Environment, and New Mines.

Aggregate Agenda Relationships

When alr respondents axe considered as a group, all zero-order correlations

it)

c.3



between the content of the newspaper and rep9rted discussion across the 41 con-

tent categories are Significant for all five levels of proximitylocal, regional,

State, national, international. In Ai Lion, the correlation between what the

respondents said they read about and the content of the naspaper is. sign

at the local and regional levels while the Correlations between reported reading

and community discussion are not significant at the state, national, and inter-

national levels. (Table 1)

When the effect cf reading is held constant, the correlation between what
4C)

the respondents said they talked about at the locat level and the content of

the newspaper is non-significant. The partial correlations between what was dis-

cussed and what was in the newspaper remain statistically significant at the other

four levels when the effect of 'reading is held constant.22 These findings sug-
..

gest that at the local level, for all respondents, the content of the newspaper

is an important and independent contributor to the content of connunity dis-

cussion. it the same time the significant partial correlations between dis-

cussion and content of the newspaper at the regional, state, national, and inter-

national levels suggeS'ts the contributidn of other information sources, most

likely television and radio, to what people.in the community talk about. Over-

all, the data support hypotheses 2 and 3 but provide only partial support for.

Hypothesis 1.

Women and pen

FOr both neliandwaren the zero-order correlations between content of ,the -

newspaper and the topics of cannunity discussion are significant at all five

levels of proximity. Differences do appear between nen and women in both the-

correlations between discussion categories 4 reading at the five proximity

levels, and there are differences in terms of the effect of reading on the re-

lationships between newspaper content and community discussion.

,,r
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For women,' only the correlation between reading regional news and talking

about regional events is significant. This suggests that the newspaper's pri-

orities for content publication are not related to the women's priorities fOr

news.at the local, state, national and international levels.- When the effects

of reading are held constant, the partial correlations between women's commu-

nity discussion and newspaper ctent remain significant for local and state

levels while they correlations between women's community discussion and news-

paper content vanish for the regional, national, and international levels. It

appears that Whatever talking warm do about regional, national, and interna-

tional events, the newspaper exerts an important'and independent influenbe on

the content of those discussions. Conversely, for local and state levels the ,

influence of newspaper content on the content of conversation is weak, and.

other sources of infotmatim make substantial contributions to the information

pool woman raw upon in their discussions" with others in the community.

For men the correlations between national and international topics read

and newspaper content significant while correlations between reading band

newspaper content for local, regional, and state topics are non-significant.

When the effects of reading are held constant for men, the partial correlations

between newspaper content and discLsiion of topics at the regional, state and

national levels remain statistically significant while correlations between

0

newspaper content and talking about local and international topics vanish. Thus,

the newspaper appeass to be a primary source of information at these two levels.

As was the case for all respondents combined, the significant partial cor-

relations, holding effects of reading constant, suggest a strong influence of

other sources of information on the content of-community discussion. For na-
.A

tional and international topics, the influence of television news undoubtedly

must be ccnsiderecj. while at the regional level and_the state level it is pos-

sibfe that substantial amounts of informatioh re Obtained from'the local radio.

stations". TR, ter and Mdey23 found a relatively high dependence on television
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news among people living in rural southern Illinois, and otIr study site was one

of the conimnities included in their analysis.

Age Groups

Substantial differences also appear in the findings for respondents who are

under 35 years of age and those 35 years of age and older, and neither age group

appears as oriented toward the newspaper as do the two sex groups. These dif-

ferences point to a segment of the population, those under 35'yeaxs, where the

newspaper is apparently nottulfilling a substantial information fUnction.

While there are scat stronger relationships between older respondents and

newspaper use than between ydunger respondents and newspaper use, there s411

appear to be important voids in the information function served by the newspaper.

For the younger respondents only the zero - order- correlation between what

they talk about at ;the national level and the content of;,. the newspaper is sig-

nificant. The correlations between what they said they-talked about and.what

they read about at the regional and national levels were significant for the

under 35 age group. When the effect of reading is held constant, the single

significant relationship between national topics discusged and the content of

, the newspaper vanishes. Since the correlation between tal&ng and reading at

the national level and betweentalking and content of the paper for national

issues were significant, it seem that At the national level the newspaper is

a major and independent source of information. HCwever, there is little in-

dication that the newspaper is an Important information source for news at the

local, regional, state, and international levels:

For the older respondents, the zero=orderkcorrelations between newspaper

content and the community discussion was significant 'for local, regional, and

levels. The zero-order correlations between what the older respondents

-said they talked' about and *at they1said they read about were significant at

all five levels of proximity. When the effect of reading is held constant, all

1V
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significant relationships between community discussion and newspaper dontont

vahish. This suggests quite strongly that the informiation-the older respondents

use in their 4y-to-day conversations with friends and associates is heavily°

dependent upon what they read in the community's daily newspaper.

Individual Effects Correlations

4As we noted above, MOCCMbs and Weaver have pointed to the necessity for

investigating the psyd4ological processes involved in agenda-setting before a

thorough understanding of the media's influence can be described..While the 4

present data provide no information about psychological processes, they do per-

mat a PreliMinary dheck on relationships between what. the individual reads and

what he talks about. To test these reading-talking relationships for the 41

categories across the 129 newspaper readers phi coefficients were computed for

each, of the content categories.

Only three of the 41 comparisons were statistically significant. -nnpof

the categories was a local classification, one national, and 'Ehe'third and

weakest association crossed all five levels of analysis. At the local lever'

there was a moderate correlation between reading and talking aboUt mining

(r = 0.41, p4c.01). We.will examine this rela, aship in greater detail in

a later section of this paper. At the national level', the,00rrelation between

reading and talking about National Defense was 0.51 (p4C.01). Cutting across

the five levels of proximity was Business hccnailics (r = 0.23, p4(.05). These

outcores suggest that 'tracing rredia effects on' individuals across broad cate-

gories is going to be difficult,-but these three significant outcomes tend to

disconfirm the earlier prediction that 'agenda-setting probably will not be

found at the individual, level in the context of a comTunity discussion model.

HypOthesis 4 must be rejected. If significant correlations can be consistently

demanstnthki.with greater than Chance frequency concerning subject matter the

4
individual is unlikely to have personal knowledgeoaboilt, the agehda-setting
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hypotJx,sis will gain substantial support: In the pre4ent instance, three sig-
,

nificant correlations were found; two would be expected by Chance. This is

hardly overwhelming support for agenda - setting, but it is better than antici-
,

pated.

The Problem of Content Categories

The use of broad content categories raises the question as to whether the

material in any category that people are.reading about is the same material as

what they are talking about. For pxample, in the,case of the Politics classi-
.

fication, the broad category might well inciUdesuCh diverse subject matter as

1

election law reform, travel schedules of the candidates, changes in the polling

places in the community, and a name-calling incident between two of the candi-

dates. 'Assume for the mdrent that the first three items were printed. in the

newspaper but the name - calling. incident was omitted. In this example the voters

Could be ,reading,about, the election laa reform, travel schedules, and Changes in
.

_

the piblling places. At the sane time they could be talking about the name-

calling incident. In this situation there would be a correlation between what:

the voters were reading and talking about in terms of the category, but the corre
!

, latian would be spurious in terms of the subject matter involved. The correla-

tion would be a function of the breadth of the category and not of-correspOndence

between what people were reading and talking about.

To provide some-information about this apparent problem, one of the cate-

goried, mining, was examined in'eletail. The site of the study is a coal mining

community. The town has ridden the cyclical mining industry to the depths of
5

depression and the heights of eccnomic boom. In March, 1975, plans ha&been

announced to sink two new coal mines near the community. Respondents were asked

during the interviews what Changes'they expected in the community due to the

new mines, and these Changes were compared with community changes the local

newspaper indicated ,the residents could expect.

1U
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The agenda- setting hypothesis suggests that audiences not only learn about

issues through the media, lout they also ream the degree of importance to be

placed on these issues. In this community the overall importance of mining as

a community issue was clearly: established;' nearly 87 per cent Of the respondnnts

reported that%tfie industry proVides the "bread and butter" for thb amity's

tables. However, to test'the agenda-setting hypothesis, it was necessary to

probe within the, general mining content category and search for relationships

between the newspaper and the respondents on spedific issues. 'If agenda-setting

is tenable in the specific category,, there should be a significant Correlation
.

between what the newspaper says about the new mines and what the respondents

say. That is, it would be expected that the newspaper set the saliency for

particular aspects. of the new mines issue, and respondents would be expected to

mention the same-information which has been presented in the newspaper.

41k

Fekzondens were asked if they anticipated dhangesin the community due. ,to

----activity of the mining industry. If the respondents;an'sw6red 'yes' to that

question, they were asked what changes they expected. Up to four answers were

recorded, All stories about the new nines were analyzed, for changes `they indir

cated the minnUnity could eXpect. Fifteen content categories for the anticir

pated changes were developed.24, Mbre than three-fourths of the respondents

(118 or 78.7 per cent) said they expected changes in the, ommunity. Twenty-

seven (18 per cent) said they did not expectichanges, and five (3.3 per cent)

said they did not know whether or not there would be changes. In all, the 118

persons gaie 247 responses. The most frequently mentioned Change expected was

Population With 59 responses. Common examples of responses inthis category

were "more people," and "town will grow." The Employment category was second

with 53 mentions, common examples being "more jobs," "more work," 'and "less

unemployment." The third'largest number of responses were comments about the

General Economy of the community.
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The correlation between the changes in the community that thenewspaper's

stories indicated could be expected and the readers' anticipations of courruity

changes was 0.80. 'Whether the newspaper was setting the community expectations

or reflecting them is of course, open to question. However, there seeps to be

little question but that the newspaper and 'its readers share similar expect

tions regarding banmunity.changes as they relate to the coal industry. For eadh

of the 247 responses readers gave in answer to anticipated chialges4 the respon7

dents were asked if ,they regarded theodhanges as "good" or "bad." Only 15're-,

sponses were perceived as negative. The newspaper's content also was nearly all

positive in teens of anticipated change, "a finding also noted in other studies.25

In view of the high correlation between the expected changes reported by

the newspaper and those reported by the readers it appears that the general

content classification is a viable method of categorizing media content and

commufiity disCussion topics for agenda- setting research.

DISCUSSION

On balance, the findings indicate:

1. Broad content categories appear to be useful for further explora-

tion of the community discussion model of agenda - setting.

2. Within the broad content categories, the relationships between

newspaper content and community discussion appear to substantiate the useful- ,

ness of the broad category system.

3. The aggregate data correlations indicate that thef newspaper's

agenda has a significant impact on what people in the communiy read About and

what they talk about.
aa,

4. The correlations across individuals axe not particularly con-

vincing in terns of relationships between what peopleread about and what they

are talking about. A major limitation of this level of analysis is that direct
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comparisons with newspaper content cannot be tads.

Considering all respondents, the data support the agenda- setting function

of the community newspaper at the local level.

a Pighificant impact on what people talk about.

The newspaper appears to have

At the, non -local levels, the

newspaper does not.appear to have a major impact an conversation topics for the

oonrulity aP a whole. Other media, particularly television, provide subitantial
0

amounts of information about regional'and state news through locally produced

news programs and about national and international news :0,the network programsl
.

There is no difference between men and warren in the proportions who listen

to radio for specific information,b17.1 of those who do listen for specific

reasons, significantly more women (85 per cent). than men (63.4 per cent) use

radio for local infbrmatian (Table 2). in addition, significantly more women

(94.2 pei cent) than men (79.1 per cent)'report watching television news daily

(Table 3). There is * difference between the'sex groups in their preference

for television networks or stations. About 50 per oent'of both groups re-

ported watching the r.B.9 station, 27 per cent the NBC station, 8 per cent the

ABC station, and the remainder reported no preference among stations.

There is no significant difference between younger and older reapondents

in terns of (1) listening to radio for specific information, (2) interest in

local information on radio, and (3) viewing television news. There,is.a sig-
.

nificant difference between younger and older respondents in terns of prefer-,

ence for netwoms/stationg. Significantly more older respondents reported

'N,vief..ring the CPS 'station. (Table 4),,

Respondents expressed interest in content of both the newspaper and the

radio c early indicating a focus of attention cn local news, and wanen are

significantre concerned with local events than are men. Further, it ap-

,

NN\

pears that men's krcwledge of local events is closely tied to the information

published in the newspc Women, on the other hand, appear to attend to a

\\

N
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widqr variety of information sources, and across the five levels of ocurrunitY

conversation they report 'esignificantly greater frequency of conversation than

do men. Younger respondents alio report significantly more conversations than

do older respondents.26

The respondents who ire under 35 years of age appear to have''a reading

agenda that'is set by the newspapeA agenda, judging from the magnitude of the'

3correlation (r = .66) between what the'respondents said they read and the liews-

paper's dontent. Respondents over 35 years of age appear to be substantially

mare selective in the material they read in the newspaper in View, of the nonr-

significant correlation (r = .24) between what they said they read and '-the cam=

tent of the newspaper. This selectivity appears to be_closely related to the

topics the over-35 respondents discuss with friends and associates since the

correlations between reading and talking variables are significant at all five

levels of proximity. For the younger respondents only the correlations between

reading and topics discussed at the regional and national levels were signifi-

cant.

There is no significant difference between men and women nor between
4

younger and older readers in terms of reasons for buying a daily newspaper.

However, a significantly larger pre portion of older respondents than younger'

respondents purchased d.,:the daily newspaper. (Table 5)

The correlations indicate that,the press appears to be at least partially

setting the public discussion agenda, but it is clearly not the only source of

inlormatian' for topics of conversation. *isle the correlations between the

reading and talking variables and the newspaper's content are statistically

significant in a substantial number of comparisons, the correlations must be

considered-modest at best. In no case was more than 32 per cent of the vari-

ance accounted for, and in only five of 20 outcomes can we interpret the

findings as agenda- setting.

2
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lip to this point we haVe presented the outcomes "as if" we were confident

of a causal relationship, and, indeed, we are confident causal links exist.

However, we cannot ignore the possibility that the'carrelations we have observed

are spuriousthe function of same third variable. Obviously, the order of

events cannot be clearly ..be specified es a one-ay fl from newspaper reading to

community conversation on the bases of correlational data from a single point

Longitudinal analysis, preferably an intervention in the newspaper

agendaunder field expe.rimental conditions, is necessary for clarification of

the relationships. While a direct :effect of reading on community conversation

seems a. likely outcome, it is also possible there is a reciprocal effect in

which talking about certain subjects increases readership of news stories about

those subjects. '
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.26. Women and respondents uncle,' 35 years of age reported significantly more
conversations than did men and respondents 35 years of ,age and older; The mean
number of responses for the subgroups for the five levels were:

Under
4

35 and
Women Men 35 Older

Local 1.66 1.06 1.51 1.35

Regional 0.84 0.70 0.84 . 0.77

State 0.66 0.63 0.69 0.62

National 1.21. 1.14 1.29 1.12

international .0.86 0.64 0.89 0.69

p ='.031

2 "

p = .031

(I
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TABLE 1
Correlations Between Reading, Newspaper Content and Five

Categories of Community Discussion.

Newspaper Content

Reading
r partial

All Respondents (N=150)

Local .33* .8 .41**.'
Regional .44** .2.8* .52**
State .53** .60** -.03
National .37** .37** .10
International .31* .31* .08
Reading ;2----

Under 35 Years

.43**

Local .13 -.03 .24
Regional .17 -.00 .27*
State .21 .11 .20
National .28* .09 .32*
International .23 .11 .22
Reading .66**

Over 35 Years
,,,\

Local .29* .20 .51**
Regional .30* .20 .64**
State .19 -.02 .84**
National .32* .23 .51**
International .24 .09 .c .75**
Reading .24

Women (N= 86)

Local .29* .27* .11
Regional .32* .24 .28*
State .56* .56* .09
National .27* .21 .20
International .26* .21 .19
Reading .37**

Men (N= 64)

Local .30* .23 .20
Regional .43** .37** .22
State .49i* .51** .12
National .27* .27* .35*
International .27* .14 .27*
Reading .58**

* p < .05

** p < .01

2

25
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TABLE 2.

Proportions of Men and Women Listening to Radio
For Local and Non-Local Content

Local
Non-
Local Total

Men n 26 15 41
r7. 63.41 36.58 100.0
c7. 33.76 63.50 , 41.41

Women n . 51 9 60
r7. 85.00 15.00 100.0
c7. 66.23 37.50 58.59

Total n 77 24 101
r7. , 76.23 23.76 100.0
c7. 100.0- 100.0 100.0

Chi. square = 6.25, df=1, p x.05

TABLE 3

Proportions of Men and Women Who Do and Do Not
Watdh Television News

Do Do Not Total

Men n_ 51 13 64
r7. 79.69 20.31 100.0
of. 38.64 72.22 42.67

Women n 81 5 86
r7. 94.19 5.81 100.0
c7. 61.36 1 27.78 57.33

Total n 132 18 150
r7. 88.00 22.00 100.0
c7. 100.0 . 100.0 100.0

Chi square = 7.30, df=1, p<.05

2)
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TABLE 4
Proportions of Older and Younger Respondents Reporting
Network/station Preferences for Television News Viewing

0 CBS NBC ABC Any Total

35 and n 53 .22 5 7 87
. Older r7. 60.92 25.29 5.75 8.05 100.0

'c7. 79.10 61.11 45.45 38.89 65.91

Under n 14 14 6 1,14 45
a 35 r7. 31.11' 31.11 13.33 24.44 100.0

c7. 20.90 38.89 54.55 61.11 34.09

Total n 67 36 11 18 132"
r7. 50.75 27.27 8.33 13.64 100.0
c7. 100.0 _100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Chi square = 13.76, df=3,y4 .01

TABLE 5
Number and Proportion of Respondents in Each Age

Group Buying and Not Buying the Daily Paper

Buying
Not
Buying Total

Under n 34 21 55
35 r7. 61.82 38:18 100.0

c% 29.06 63.64 36.67

35 and n 83 12 . 95
Older r7 87.37 12.63 100.0

c7. 70.94 36.36 63.33

Total n 117 33 150
r7. 78.0 22.0 100.0
c7. 100.0 100.0 100.0

Chi square = 10.34, df=1, p 4.01


